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INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a connected reductive linear algebraic group defined over a 
field k of characteristic not 2, 0~Aut(G) an involutional k-automorphism 
of G and K = Ge = (g E G 1 e(g) = g } the set of fixed points of 8. Denote the 
set of k-rational points of G by Gk. 
In this paper we shall classify the K”-conjugacy classes of Q-stable maxi- 
mal tori of G. This is shown to be independent of the characteristic of k 
and can be applied to describe all the orbits of affine symmetric spaces 
under the action of a minimal parabolic subgroup in the case that the afline 
symmetric space is of type (G, K”) (see Helminck [S] ). 
This paper is part of a series of papers leading towards a classification 
of all orbits of affine symmetric spaces under the action of a minimal 
parabolic subgroup (see also [lo]). The results and techniques in this 
paper will be used for the classification in the remaining cases. The remainder 
of this classification will appear in the forthcoming parts II and III of this 
work. 
The K”-conjugacy classes of o-stable maximal tori of G occur (in a 
slightly different form) in the representation theory of real semisimple Lie 
groups. Namely if 8 is a Cartan involution of G as in [ 10, 11.71, then the 
K”-conjugacy classes of &stable maximal tori of G correspond one to one 
with the G,-conjugacy classes of maximal k-tori of G. So for k = R this 
leads to a one to one correspondence with the conjugacy classes of Cartan 
subalgebras of a real semisimple Lie algebra. We give two characterizations 
of these conjugacy classes. The first characterization relates the 
KO-conjugacy classes with conjugacy classes of involutions of a maximal 
B-split torus and the second characterization relates the K”-conjugacy 
classes with conjugacy classes of involutions of a maximal torus of K. The 
first characterization not only generalizes the classification of the conjugacy 
classes of Cartan subalgebras in a real semisimple Lie algebra as in Kos- 
tant [ 131 and Sugiura [31], but also gives a considerable simplification. 
Similarly the second characterization generalizes some results of Schmid 
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[24] on Cartan subalgebras. We also derive the diagrams of the adjacent 
conjugacy classes, what generalize some results of Hirai [ 111 on Cartan 
subalgebras. 
For an involution 8 E Aut(G) we write 5 for the set of O-stable maximal 
tori of G and YK for the set of K”-conjugacy classes of O-stable maximal 
tori of G. If T is a &stable torus of G, then we write 
T+=(TnK)’ and T- = {TV Tie(t)= t-I}‘. 
The second torus is called a O-split torus of G. Denote the set of characters, 
the set of roots, and the Weyl group of T with respect to G by, respectively, 
X*(T), Q(T), and W(T). 
If we fix a O-stable maximal torus T of G, then any other O-stable maxi- 
mal torus of G is of the form gTgP1 with n = g- ‘O( g) EN,(T). Denote the 
image of n in W(T) by wg. Then O(w,) wg = id; i.e., wg is a O-twisted involu- 
tion in W(T). The representative g of the K”-conjugacy class of gTg-’ is 
unique up to left translations from K” and right translations from No(T). 
If h = kgtw is another representative (kE K, t E T, w  E W(T)), then wh = 
w-%,8(w). So this leads to O-twisted conjugacy classes of B-twisted involu- 
tions. In the case that T+ (or TP) is maximal it is easy to show that we 
can choose g in such a way that wg becomes an involution (see 3.4). These 
involutions in W(T) are called O-singular. From the above remarks it 
follows now that there is a one to one correspondence between the 
K”-conjugacy classes of maximal tori of G and the O-twisted conjugacy 
classes of (?-singular involutions in W(T). We can restrict the above corres- 
pondence to conjugacy classes of O-singular involutions in W(T): 
4.5. THEOREM. Let T be a O-stable maximal torus of G with maximal T- 
(resp. Tt ). Then there is a one to one correspondence between the 
K”-conjugacy classes of 5 and the W( T)-conjugacy classes of B-singular 
involutions in W(T). 
It remains to classify the conjugacy classes of B-singular involutions of 
W(T). Unfortunately these are difficult to classify for an arbitrary O-stable 
maximal torus T. However, in the case that TP is maximal this appears to 
be easy: 
4.6. THEOREM. Let T be a O-stable maximal torus of G with maximal T- 
and w  E W(T), w2 = e. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) w  is O-singular 
(ii) T; c T 
A classification of the conjugacy classes of &singular involutions of 
W(T) in the case that T- is a maximal O-split torus of G can be derived 
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There exists a natural ordering on .Yk. For [T,], [r,] E & define 
[r,] < [r,] if T; c T; for some representatives Ti of [ Ti] (i = 1, 2). The 
corresponding diagram easily follows from the classification of the con- 
jugacy classes of e-singular involutions in W(T). 
A brief summary of the contents is as follows. After some preliminaries 
in Section 1, we derive all the properties needed about involutions in Sec- 
tion 2. Section 3 deals with the characterization of the K”-conjugacy classes 
of e-stable maximal tori of G in terms of conjugacy classes of e-singular 
involutions in W(T) in the case that either T+ is a maximal torus of K or 
T- is a maximal O-split torus of G. In Section 4 we characterize the con- 
jugacy classes of B-singular involutions and in Section 5 we show that, in 
the case that 0 is a Cartan involution of G as in [lo], the KO-conjugacy 
classes of e-stable maximal tori correspond bijectively with the G,-con- 
jugacy classes of maximal k-tori of G. The ordering on & is introduced in 
Section 6. Finally in Section 7 we give a classification of involutions in 
Weyl groups and use this to classify the conjugacy classes of e-singular 
involutions together with their diagrams. 
Some of the above results were announced in [9]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES AND RECOLLECTIONS 
1.1. We use as our basic references for algebraic groups the books of 
Humphreys [12] and Springer [25] and we shall follow their notations 
and terminology. All algebraic groups considered are linear algebraic 
groups. 
Let k denote a field of characteristic not 2 and G an algebraic k-group 
(i.e., an algebraic group defined over k). The set of k-rational points of G 
is denoted by Gk or G(k). For most of this paper (except in Section 5), we 
will assume that k is an algebraically closed field. 
For any closed subgroup H of G, denote its Lie algebra by the corre- 
sponding (lower case) German letter b and write Ho for the identity com- 
ponent. The center of H will be denoted by Z(H). 
For a subtorus T of H let X*(T) denote the additively written group of 
rational characters of T and X,(T) the group of rational one-parameter 
multiplicative subgroups of T, i.e., the group of homomorphisms (of 
algebraic groups): GL, + T. The group X*(T) can be put in duality with 
X,. T) by a pairing ( ., ) defined as follows: if x E X*(T), 2 E X,(T), then 
x(n(t)) = t(x’i.) for all t E F*. The torus T acts on the Lie algebra h of H by 
the adjoint representation. For c1 E X*(T) let h, denote the weight space for 
the character c1 on h and let @(T, H) denote the set of roots of H with 
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respect to T; i.e., @(T, H) is the set of non-trivial characters CY EX*(T) such 
that h, #Q. Set W( T, H) = NH( T)/Z,( T), where 
NH(T)= +HlxTx, c T), 
Z,(T) = {X E HI xt = tx for all t E T). 
If H is connected, W( T, H) is called the Weyi group of H relatiue to T. It 
is a finite group, which acts on T, X*(T), and X,(T). Moreover the set of 
roots @(T, H) is stable under the action of W( T, H) on X*(T). In the case 
H = G we shall write CD(T) for @(T, G) and W(T) for W( T, G). 
If T is a torus of G such that Q(T) is a root system in the subspace 
X*(T) 0, Iw spanned by CD(T) and if W(T) is the corresponding Weyl 
group, then for each CI E CD(T) the subgroup G, = Z,( (Ker a)‘) is non- 
solvable. If we choose now n, E N,(T) - Z,(T) and let s, be the element 
of W(T) defined by n,, then there exists a unique one-parameter subgroup 
LX”EX.+(T) such that (a,~“)=2 and s&)=x-(x,a”)cr (xEX*(T)). 
We call o! ” the coroot of a and denote the set of these a ” in X,(T) by 
Q”(T). We have a bijection of d, “(T) onto CD(T). 
For X, y E G denote the commutator xyx-‘y-i by (x, y). If A, B are sub- 
groups of G, the subgroup of G generated by ail (x, y), x E A, y E B, will be 
denoted by [A, B]. 
1.2. Involutorial Automorphisms of G 
Let (3 E Aut(G) be a k-involution of G; i.e., 6’ is defined over k and 8’ = id. 
We denote the automorphism of g, induced by 0 also by 0 and write K= 
Ge = {x E G 10(x) = x} for the group of fixed points of 8. This is a closed 
reductive k-subgroup of G (see Vust [33, Sect. I] and [lo]). If k = @, then 
G/K is the complexification of a space G(R)/K( Iw) with G([W)-invariant 
Riemannian structure. 
1.3. O-Split Tori 
Let T be a d-stable torus of G. (Recall that according to a result of 
Steinberg [30, 7.53, there existsa e-stable torus T of G.) If we write T,+ = 
(Tn K)’ and Ti = (XE T~~(x)=x~‘}~, then it is easy to verify that the 
product map 
p: TB’ x T,- + T, At1 > t2) = t, t2 
is a separable isogeny. So in particular T= T,+ T; and T= T,t n TOP is a 
finite group. (In fact, it is an elementary abelian 2-group.) If T is a torus 
in a e-stable subgroup H’ of G, then the automorphisms of @(T, H) and 
W( r H) induced by 8 1 H wili. also be denoted by 0. 
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A torus A of G is called e-split if O(a) = a-’ for every a E A. If 8 # id, then 
non-trivial O-split tori exist (see Vust [33, Sect. l]), so in particular there 
are maximal ones. The following result can be found in Vust [33, Sect. 11): 
1.4. PROPOSITION. Let A be a maximal &split torus of G. Then: 
(1) A is the unique O-split torus of Z,( A); 
(2) (Z,(A), Z,(A))cK’ and Z,(A) is the almost direct product of 
Z,(A)’ and A; 
(3) if T is a maximal torus of G, containing A, then T is O-stable. 
Moreover all maximal %-split tori of G are conjugate under K” and so are all 
maximal tori of G containing a maximal &split torus qf G. 
Let A be a maximal O-split torus of G and T 3 A a maximal torus. Take 
W,={w~W(T)[w(A)cA]and W,={w~W(T)IwlA=id~}.Therestric- 
tion map W, + W,, w -+ w  ( A induces an isomorphism of WI/W0 onto 
W(A, G) (see Helminck [S] or Richardson [21]). The group W(A, G) is 
even the Weyl group of a root system. 
1.5. PROPOSITION. Let A be a maximal B-split torus of G and let E. 
denote the vector subspace of X*(A)@, R spanned by @(A). Then @(A) is 
a root system in E. and the corresponding Weyl group is given by the restric- 
tion of W(A) to E,. Moreover every element of W(A) has a representative 
in N&A). 
For a proof, see Richardson [21, 4.71. 
Note that if T is a maximal torus of G containing A, then @(A) coincides 
with the set of restrictions of the elements of Q(T) to A. 
Another important K”-conjugacy class of O-stable maximal tori of G is 
the one containing a maximal torus of K. They appear as O-stable maximal 
tori in a O-stable Bore1 subgroup of G. 
1.6. PROPOSITION. If B is a B-stable Bore1 subgroup of G and T a O-stable 
maximal torus of B, then B n K” is a Bore1 subgroup of K” and K” n T is 
a maximal torus of K”. 
All these maximal tori are conjugate under K”: 
1.7. PROPOSITION. If S is a maximal torus of K, then Z,(S) is a maximal 
torus of G. All maximal tori of G, containing a maximal torus of K”, are 
conjugate under K”. 
For a proof of these results, see Richardson [21]. 
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2. SOME PROPERTIES OF INVOLUTIONS OF ROOT SYSTEMS 
In the sequel we shall need various properties of involutions in Weyl 
groups, which commute with a fixed involution 0 of the corresponding root 
system. We shall review these properties here. Our basic reference for root 
systems is Bourbaki [S]. 
2.1. Let E be a finite dimensional real vector space, @c E a (reduced) 
root system, (., .) an Aut(@)-invariant inner product of E, and XX Cp a 
free abelian group contained in the weight lattice of @. For a closed sub- 
system @i of 0 let I+‘(@,) denote the finite subgroup of Aut(@) generated 
by the reflections s,, c( E @i. We will also write W for the Weyl group 
W(Q). 
2.2. &Order on @ 
Let 13 E Aut( @) be an involution, i.e., 8* = id. Denote the eigenspace of 0 
for the eigenvalue 5, by E(0, 5). Similarly as in [S] we define a &order on 
0 related to the projection of E on E(0, - 1). 
Let X,(e) = {x E XJ e(x) = x} and Q,(e) = @n X,,(e). Clearly X,(0) and 
0,(e) are e-stable and Q+,(e) is a closed subsystem of @. We denote the 
Weyl group of Go(e) by W,(e) and identify it with the subgroup W(@,(e)) 
of W. Let W,(e)= {WE WI w(X,(e)) =X,(e)}, X0=X/X,,(0), and let 7t be 
the natural projection from X to X0. Every w  E W,(e) induces an 
automorphism n(w) of X0 and rc(w(x)) = n(w)(rc(x)) (x E X). If p0 = (rc(B) I 
WE W,(e)}, then mOg W,(e)/W,(e). (See Satake [23, 2.1.31.) This is 
called the restricted Weyl group with respect to the action of 0 on X. It is 
not necessarily a Weyl group in the sense of Bourbaki [S, Chap. V, No. 11. 
Let 6-e = rc(@ - Q,,(e)) denote the set of restricted roots of @ relative 
to 8. Similarly as in [8] we define a e-order on @ by choosing orders on 
X,(e) and X0. To be more precise: 
2.3. DEFINITION. An order > on X is called a e-order if it has the 
property 
if x~X, x>O, and x$X,(e), then e(x)<O. 
A basis A of @ with respect to a e-order on X will be called a &basis of 
@. We then write A,(8) = A n Q,(e) and a, = TT(A - A,(8)). Clearly do(e) is 
a basis of Q,(e) and a similar property holds for 6, (see [S, 2.41). 
2.4. A Characterization of 0 on a B-Basis of @ 
Let A be a B-basis of @. Similarly as in [8,2.8] we can write 0 = 
-id. 8* . w0(8), where w,(0) E W,(e) is the longest element of W,(e) with 
respect to A,(B) and 8* E Aut(X, @, A, A,(B)) = {d E Aut(X, @)14(A) = A, 
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#(do(O)) = do(O)}, (O*)‘= id. For more details see [S, Sect. 23. This will be 
called a characterization of 8 on its ( + 1 )-eigenspace (because W,(0) is the 
Weyl group of QO(0) c E(8, + 1)). 
2.5. Remark. The above characterization of involutions in Am(@) is 
useful, if one needs properties of both the involution and its restricted root 
system, like in [S]. To characterize only the involution (without the 
restricted root system) it is a lot easier to work in the opposite setting and 
use the (- l)-eigenspace to characterize the involution, i.e., start with a 
basis of @ n E(B, - 1) and extend it to a ( -8)-basis of @. To be more 
precise: consider the involution -8= -id.BEAut(@). Then Q&Q)= 
{LX E @ 1 O(M) = -IX} and W,( -0) = W(@,( -0)). Choose a ( - B)-basis d of 
@ corresponding to a ( -8)-order on @. Then 
e=(-e)* wo(-e), (1) 
where wO( -0) is the longest element of W,( -0) with respect to d,( -0). 
Especially for dealing with involutions in W this characterization is a lot 
easier. But unfortunately we will also need the restricted root system. 
Therefore both characterizations will be used and to avoid confusion we 
shall use a different notation for the characterizations of involutions on 
their ( - 1)-eigenspace (so related to - 0). 
So if A is a (-8)-basis of @, then write Q(O) for QO( -fI), A(B) for 
A,( -O), W(e) for W,( -O), and w(O) for wo( -e), the longest element of 
W,( -0) with respect to A(0). Note that W(0) c W,(e). 
Remark. Instead of working with the O-order resp. ( -f3)-order on @ 
one can also use regular vectors in E(B, - 1) resp. E(B, + l), like in 
Springer [27]. 
2.6. DEFINITION. Two roots a, /? E @ are called strongly orthogonal if 
(a,b)=O and a&p+@. 
We have the following characterization of involutions in W: 
2.7. PROPOSITION. Let 0 E Aut(@), Q2 = id, and let A be a (-0)-basis 
of @. Write 0 = ( - tI)* w(0) as in (1). Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) eE W 
(ii) ~=s,;..s,~ with aI, . . . . a,, E G(0) strong1.v orthogonal 
(iii) ( -O)* = id 
(iv) -ide w(@(e))= w(e) 
(v) the irreducible components of @( 0) are of type A,, B,, C,, D,, 
(n22), 6, &, F4, or (3,. 
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To prove this we will need the following well known result (see Carter 
[6, 2.551). 
2.8. LEMMA. Let VE E and WE W such that w(v) = v. Then w  is the 
product of reflections corresponding to roots orthogonal to v. 
2.9. Proof of Proposition 2.7. (i) o (iii) is immediate from (1) and 
(ii) * (i) is also clear. 
(i) => (ii). We use induction on rank(@). If 0 has an eigenvalue 1, then 
use induction and (2.8). If 8 = -id, choose a root CI E @, which is a long 
root of some irreducible subsystem (if different root lengths occur). Then 
s,B has an eigenvalue 1 (with eigenvector CI) and is a product of reflections 
commuting with CI, in strongly orthogonal roots. Since CI is a long root, the 
result follows. 
(iv) = (ii) follows with a similar argument. Since 01 @(O, -) = -id, 
(ii) * (iv) is also clear. Finally (iv) o (v) follows from [S, 2.9.21, which 
proves the result. 
2.10. Remark. If al, . . . . a, E @ are pairwise orthogonal roots of @, then 
w  = s,, . .. s,, E W is an involution with E(w, - 1) spanned by tli, . . . . tl,. 
From the above result it follows that there are pi, . . . . firs @ strongly 
orthogonal, such that w  = sB, . . . sB,. 
In the remainder of this section we study involutions in W, which com- 
mute with 9. An important invariant for the conjugacy class of an involu- 
tion w  E W is the dimension of its ( - l)-eigenspace. If it is maximal, then 
it is the opposition involution with respect to some basis of @. 
2.11. PROPOSITION. Let w  E W such that w2 = id and dim E(w, - 1) is 
maximal (i.e., tf r E W, r2 = id, E(r, - 1) I E(w, - 1) then r = w). We have 
the following: 
(1) There is a basis A of @ such that w  is the opposition involution of 
W with respect to A. 
(2) All involutions w  E W with i?( w, - 1) maximal are conjugate. 
Proof. Consider the involution - w  = -id. w  E Aut(@). Let A be a basis 
of !D such that AnE(-w, -1) is a basis for @j-w)= {cl~@[w(cr)=cc}. 
If u.E@(-w), then dimE(s,w, -l)=dimE(w, -l)+l, which con- 
tradicts the fact that E(w, - ) is maximal. So @(-w) = @ and hence -w 
is a diagram automorphism of A. This proves (1). 
Part (2) follows from the fact that all opposition involutions in W are 
conjugate (see Bourbaki [ 5 ] ). 
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2.12. DEFINITION. An involution u’ E W is called a B-maximal involution 
of W if E(w, - 1) c E(8, - 1) and w  is a maximal involution of W(O). 
2.13. COROLLARY. Let 9 E Aut(@), 0” = id. All O-maximal involutions of 
W are conjugate under W(O)c W,(e). 
Proof: This result follows immediately from (2.11) applied to the root 
system @( 0). 
2.14. COROLLARY. Let 8 E Aut(@), 8’ = id, and w0 a (!I-maximal involu- 
tion of W. Zf w  E W with E( w, - ) c E( 0, - ) then there exists M’ 1 E W( 0) such 
that E(w,ww;‘, -)cE(w,, -)cE(o, -). 
Proof. Let )I” be a d-maximal involution of W(0) with E( M”, - ) 3 
E( w, - ). The result follows now from (2.13). 
We will need the following result: 
2.15. LEMMA. Let 0 E Aut(@), e2 = id, and assume 8-s is a root system 
with Weyl group I?‘@. Zf @ is irreducible, then go is irreducible. 
Proof: It suffices to prove that for any two orthogonal roots c(, fi E @, 
there exists a y E @ such that (M, y) # 0 and (B, y) # 0. 
If a and fl are contained in a subsystem Q0 of type Bz or G,, then the 
result is clear. So assume f (a f p) and f 1/2(a + /I) +! @. Let e,, . . . . e, be a 
basis of E with e, = a, e2 = /?. Define a total ordering on E as follows: If 
x=x,e,+ ... +x,ejisavectorwithx,#O, thenx>Oifandonlyifx,>O, 
andy>zify-z>O (y,z~E). 
It is easy to verify that @+ = {A E @ 1 i > 0) is a system of positive roots 
and that a, p are elements of the corresponding basis A of @. 
Let aI, . . . . a, E A, with a, = a, a, = b, be the shortest chain in the Dynkin 
diagram connecting a and fl. Then y = C;;: ak E @ and (a, y) # 0 and 
(/?, y) # 0. This proves the result. 
Conjugacy classes of involutions in Wn ii;;, can be characterized as 
follows. 
2.16. PROPOSITION. Let 9 be an involution of @ such that 6” is a root 
system with Weyl group WO and let w,, w2 E W be involutions with 
E(w,> - 1) c E(B, - 1) (i = I,2 ). Then w, and w2 are conjugate under W if 
and only if the-v are conjugate under W,(e). 
ProoJ The “only if” part being obvious, we assume WE W such that 
WWl w-1 = w2. If ~‘i = id, then the statement is clear. So we assume that 
wi # id (i = 1,2). We will use induction on the rank of @. 
If rank @ = 1, then, since E(w,, -l)+O (i=1,2), we have @=$” and 
the result is clear. 
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Assume now that the result is proved for root systems of rank 6n and 
assume that @ has rank n+ 1. Since wwlwP1 = w2, we have w(@(w,))= 
@(wz). Let ME@ (exists by (2.7)) and /?= WE@. Since 
E(Wi, - 1) c E(0, - 1) (i = 1, 2), it follows that both c(, BE SO. Moreover, 
since /I = w(a), both M: and /I are contained in one irreducible component 
of @. Hence by (2.15) in one irreducible component of ge. Since W($-e) g 
W’,(0)/IVO(~), it follows that there exists 3 E W,(O) such that @(a) =/I. 
Let r,=spGwt@“, r2=sgwz, w~=w~~I-‘, and @p=@)o(sD)={~~@~ 
(P, Y) = 0). Now rl(B) = r2(B) = we(B) = P, so by (2.8), rl, r2, w. E W@J 
= W,(s,). Since worl w;’ = r2 it follows that there exists ?E W,(O) n 
Wo(sp) such that Frr,F1 =r2. Now r = GE W’,(fJ) and rwlrM1 = w2, which 
proves the result. 
2.17. COROLLARY. Let 8, Ge be as in (2.16) and let w. be a B-maximal 
involution of W. Zf w,, w2 E W are involutions such that E(Wi, - 1) c 
E(w,, - 1) c E(0, - 1) (i= 1,2), then w1 and w2 are conjugate under W,(O) 
if and only tf w. w, and w. w2 are conjugate under W,(O). 
Proof It suflices to prove one side of the implication. Assume w  E W 
such that wwl w-l = w2. 
By (2.16) we may assume that w  E Wl(wo), i.e., wow = wwo. But then 
wwow, w  -’ = w. w2, which proves the result. 
The following result is immediate from (2.16). 
2.18. COROLLARY. Let 8, Se be as in (2.16) and let w. be a &maximal 
involution of W. Zfwl, WOE Wsuch that E(w,, -l)cE(wo, -l)cE(O, -1) 
(i = 1, 2) then the following are equivalent. 
(1) w1 and w2 are conjugate under W. 
(2) w1 and w2 are conjugate under W,(O). 
(3) w1 and w2 are conjugate under W,(w,). 
2.19. Remark. Combining (2.14) and (2.18) it follows that we can study 
conjugacy classes (under W) of involutions in W( wo) instead of in W(0). 
Here w. is a O-maximal involution of W. 
The following result will be needed in the sequel: 
2.20. LEMMA. Let 0, 8 E Aut(@) be involutions with E(a, - ) c E(8, -). 
Then we have the following: 
(1) cd=ecT. 
(2) There exists a basis A of @ such that A(0, - ) and A(a, -) are 
bases of @(q, - ) and @(a, - ), respectively. 
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Proof (1) Consider q5 = 8~8 E Aut(@). Clearly 4 is an involution and 
E(a, -) c E(q5, -). On the other hand, if .xEE(& -), then U(~)(X)) = 
-0(x). Since E(a, - ) c E(8, - ) it follows that x E E(a, - ), hence 
E(a, - ) = E($, - ). But then I$ = G and 00 = 00. 
(2) Follows by choosing a (-o)-basis for @(0, - ) and extending 
this to a (-8)-basis for @. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE CONJUCACY CLASSES 
In this section we show that the K”-conjugacy classes of B-stable maxi- 
mal tori can be characterized by conjugacy classes of involutions in a Weyl 
group. These results are similar to those for groups with a Cartan involu- 
tion (see [lo]). However, in this case much stronger results can be proved. 
3.1. For a B-stable torus T, we reserve the notation T+ and T- for T; 
and T,+, respectively. For other involutions of T we shall keep the sub- 
script. Let Y denote the set of e-stable maximal tori of G. 
3.2. DEFINITION. For T,, T2 E 5 the pair (T,, Tz) is called standard if 
T;cT; and TI+3T:. In this case, we also say that T, is standard with 
respect to T,. 
The t&stable maximal tori of G can be put in standard position. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let T,, T, E F such that T: 3 T: (resp. T; c T;). Then 
there exists x~Z,o(Tl) (resp. Z&T;)) such that (T,, xT,x-‘) is 
standard. In particular if TT and T: (resp. T; and T; ) are K”-conjugate, 
so are TI and T,. 
Proof. Let M= Z,( T: ). Then T; and T; are B-split tori of M. Let 
A c M be a maximal B-split torus with A 13 T;. Since T; is a maximal 
e-split torus of M, there exists by (1.4) a x E (Mn K)’ such that 
xAx-’ = T; and hence xT;x-’ c T;. 
The second assertion follows with a similar argument. 
A standard pair (T,, T2) of e-stable maximal tori of G gives rise to an 
involution in W( T,) (resp. W( T,)). 
3.4. LEMMA. Let (T,, T,) be a standard pair of O-stable maximal tori 
of G. Then we have the following conditions: 
(i) There exists g E Z,( T; T+ ) such that gT, g-’ = T2. 
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(ii) Zf n,=O(g)-‘g and n*=O(g)g-‘, then ~,EN,(T,) and 
nzENcAT2). 
(iii) Let w, and w2 be the images of n, and n, in W(T,) and W(T,), 
respectively. Then w: = e, wi = e, and (T,),:l= (T,)$= T;T:, which 
characterizes w, and w2. 
Proof: Consider the group M = Z,( T; T: ). Since T1 and T2 are maxi- 
mal tori of M, the first statement is clear. 
For (ii) and (iii), consider first nl. Since gE M and T1 = (T; T:) 
(TT n g-‘T;g) it suflices to look at T: n g-‘T;g. So let 
xET: ng-‘T;g and write x=g-‘tg with ZET;. Then n,xn;‘= 
B(g-‘tt’g) = O(x)-’ =x-i. It follows that 
Int(n,) I T; TT = 1, Int(n,)) T: n g-‘T;g = -id 
which implies that n, E A’,( T,), w: = e, and (T,):, = T; T2+. 
The assertion for n2 and w2 follows with a similar argument. 
Remark. By (iii) of Lemma 3.4, w, and w2 are independent of the 
choice of gg G with gT, g-’ = Tz, 
3.5. DEFINITION. Let T1, T,, w, E W( T, ), and w2 E W( T2) be as in 
Lemma 3.4. We call w, (resp. w2) the T,-standard involution (resp. T1- 
standard involution) of W(T,) (resp. W(T,)). 
For a O-stable torus T of G we write W( T, K) for NKo( T)/Z,o( T). Note 
that W(T,K)C(WE W(T)Iw(T-)cT-). 
In the following we fix an element TO ET (resp. SET) such that T; 
(resp. St) is a maximal O-split torus of G (resp. a maximal torus of K). 
Then by [21], W(T,, K)= {WE W(T,,)Iw(T;)cT;}. 
The following result is stronger than the similar result in the case of 
groups with a Cartan invoiution (see [lo]). 
3.6. THEOREM. Assume that T1, T2 E F, such that they are standard with 
respect to T,. Let w, and w2 be the T,-standard and T2-standard involutions 
in W( TO), respectively. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) T, and T2 are I?-conjugate. 
(ii) w, and w2 are conjugate under W( TO, K). 
(iii) w, and w2 are conjugate under W(T,). 
Proof. (i)* (iii). Let kE K” such that kT,k-’ = T,. Then kT:k-’ 
= Tc, kT;k-’ = T;. We will first show that T; and T; are conjugate 
under N&T,). 
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Let M = Z,( T; ). Then T, and kT;k- ’ are maximal @split tori of M, 
so by (1.4) there exists k,E(MnK)‘such that k,kT;k-k;‘=T;. Since 
k,kTo+kk;’ and T,f are conjugate under (Z,( T; ) n K)‘, it follows that we 
may assume that kEN,o(T,), kT,k-’ = T,. But then kT;k-’ = T;, 
kT;k-‘= T- so since (To): = T,+ T; (i= 1, 2), it follows that 
k(To),:,k-’ =‘;T,);,, which proves the result. 
Since (iii)= (ii) follows from (2.16) it suffices to show (ii)*(i). Let 
WE W(T,, K) such that u’\v~M’~’ = ~1~ and let kEN,&T;) be a repre- 
sentative. Then kT,+k-‘=T,+, k(T,);,k~‘=(T,),. Since (T,),z=T,+T; 
(i = 1, 2) we have kT,~ k ~’ = T;. The result follows now from (3.3). 
3.7. COROLLARY. Assume that T,, T, E 9 such that they are standard 
with respect to S. Let w, and w2 be the T,-standard and T,-standard involu- 
tions in W(S), respectively. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) T, and T2 are K”-conjugate. 
(ii) w, and wz are conjugate under W(S, K). 
(iii) w, and wZ are conjugate under W(S). 
Proof (i) G- (ii). Let ke K” such that kT, k-’ = Tz. As before 
kT:k-‘= Tc, kT;k-‘= T;. Let M=Z,(T:) and S=kSk-‘. Now S+ 
and 3’ are maximal tori of (Mn K)‘, so by (1.7) there is a k, E (Mn K)’ 
such that k, S+k;l = Sf. Since S= Z,(S’) (see 1.7) it follows that k, k, E 
N&S). So k,kSk-‘k;‘= S and k,kT:k-‘k;’ = T+. Since S:, = 
S-T’ (i= 1,2) it follows that k,kS,t,kplk;l=S:l and k,kS,k-‘k;’ 
= S&. This proves the result. 
(ii)*(iii) being clear, we are left to prove (iii)*(i). For this we will 
transfer the involutions in S to involutions in a maximal O-split torus and 
then use Theorem 3.6. 
Let w  E W(S) be such that u’wI w-l = w2 and let g E NJ S) be a repre- 
sentative. For i = 1, 2 let gie Z,( T+S- ) be such that T, = gjSg; ‘. Let 
Fz c Z,( T; ) be maximal tori such that T’; is a maximal O-split torus of 
Z,( T; ) and F,+ c T,? c St (i = 1, 2). 
Then Ti is standard with respect to Ti (i = 1, 2). Let ii E Z,( T+ T;- ) be 
such that ii Ti 2,: ’ = Fi (i = 1, 2). Since T; and F;2 are maximal O-split tori 
of Z,(S), there exists kE(Zo(S)nK)‘such that kT’,k-‘= F2. 
Write T=?“?andput h,=kg,g,, h,=g,gz. Then h,Sh;‘=T(i=l,2). 
Let 4, and 4,: X*(S)%X*( T) be the isomorphisms induced by h, and 
hZ. Denote the corresponding isomorphisms of W(S) and W(T) also by 4, 
and 4,. Set G,=q5L(ulI) and @,=~%(w~)E W(T). Then 
T;,=h,S-h,’ w, ckg, T,g;‘k-‘c T 
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and 
T,,=h,S,h,‘cg*T,g;‘=T,cT-. 
In particular, since T; = S-giS; g;’ (i= 1, 2) we have 
kT;k-‘=S-kg,S,g,‘k-‘=S-h,S,h;‘=S-Ti, 
and 
T; = S-h,S,h; = S-T-. 
w2 
Let g, = h2 gh ;’ E NG( T). Then g, T;, go ’ = Ti2, hence $I and fi, are 
conjugate under W(T). 
Since S is standard with respect to T, there exists a S-standard involu- 
tion WOE W(T) such that Tw’,= T+S-. Moreover w,$~=@,w, (i= 1,2) 
and TI,, c Tw,. 
By (2.17), w,,@, and wod2 are conjugate under W(T) so by (3.6), there 
exists a r E W( T, K) such that rw,E1 Y- ’ = wO 3,. Let h E N,& T) be a repre- 
sentative of r. 
Then hT,&,,h-’ = Tw’,lt2, but since T,&,,=TfT; (i=1,2) and 
hT+h-‘= T+, it follows that hT;h-‘= T;. The assertion now follows 
from (3.3). 
Remark. This characterization in terms of involutions in W(S) is more 
general than the one in Schmid [24] for k = [w, which deals only with the 
case of rank G = rank K”. 
4. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE STANDARD INVOLUTIONS 
The results in (3.6) and (3.7) provide a sound criterion when elements in 
F are K”-conjugate. To complete the characterization of K”-conjugacy 
classes of F-, we need to determine those w  E I+‘( To) (resp. W(S)) which are 
the T-standard involutions for some TE F. This will be dealt with in this 
section. 
4.1. Let TE F and w  E W(T) satisfying w2 = e and we = 8w. Set G,= 
Z,( T:). Let n be the preimage of w  in NJ T). Then n E Z,( T,+) and 
T; n Z(G,) is finite. As a consequence T; is a maximal torus of 
CGw Gwl. 
Recall that an involution 8 of a connected reductive group h4 is called 
split if there exists a O-split maximal torus of M. 
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4.2. DEFINITION. Let T E Y and u’ E W(T). We say that M’ is 8-singula 
if 
(1) )q= = e 
(2) flw=we 
(3) 01 CC,., G,.] is split 
(4) rank[G,,, G,.] nK= rank[G,,, G,,.]. 
A root c( E Q(T) is called d-singular if the corresponding reflection 
s, E W(T) is O-singular. 
The following result is well known: 
4.3. LEMMA. 0 E Int(G) if and only if rank G = rank K. 
Proof: Assume first that there exists a E G such that /3(x) = axa -’ for all 
x E G. Let S be a maximal torus of K”. Since 8 1 S= id, it follows that 
a E Z,(S). By (1.7) Z,(S) is a maximal torus of G. Hence 0 1 Z,(S) = id, so 
S = Z,(S). In other words rank G = rank K”. 
Assume next that T is a maximal torus of K” and G. Since 0 1 T= idE 
W(T), there exists t E T such that O(X) = txt ’ for all x E G. (See Springer 
[25, 11.4.31.) So 0 E Int(G). 
4.4. LEMMA. Let T he a O-stable maximal torus of G with maximal T- 
(resp. Tf ) and w  E W(T) O-singular. Then we have the following conditions: 
(i) ( T; ) ~ = T,; is a Q-split maximal torus of [G,,, G,.] (resp. 
( T,; ) + = T,; is a maximal torus of [G,., G,,.] n K). 
(ii) T: = T+(T-)z (resp. T,t = T-(T+)z). 
(iii) w  is the T,-standard involution in W(T) for some T, E Y-. 
Proof We show the assertion for the case that T- is maximal. The 
result for the case that Tt is maximal follows with a similar argument. 
(i) From Qw = w0 it follows that T- = (T- )t (T- );. Since T- is a 
maximal O-split torus of G, also (T-),; is a maximal O-split torus of 
[G,., G,.]. But since 01 [G,., G,.] is split, it follows that (T-); is a maxi- 
mal torus of [G,., G,,]. Hence (T-);; = T;. 
(ii) Immediate from (i) and the observation that T,: = (T,tr ) + ( Tz ) -. 
(iii) Let 3 be a maximal torus of [G,., G,.] n K. Then T, = ST: is a 
maximal torus of G and by (ii), (T,, T) is standard. Clearly u’ is the 
T,-standard involution in W(T). 
We now have the following characterization of the K”-conjugacy classes 
of 9. 
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4.5. THEOREM. Let T be a B-stable maximal torus of G with maximal T- 
(resp. T+). Then there is a one to one correspondence between the 
K”-conjugacy classes of 5 and the W( T)-conjugacy classes of B-singular 
involutions in W(T). 
Proof Consider first the case that T- is maximal. By Proposition (3.6) 
and (iii) of Lemma 4.4, it suffices to show that the standard involutions are 
e-singular. Let Ti E 5 such that (T,, T) is standard and let w  E W(T) 
denote the T,-standard involution in W(T). By (iii) of Lemma 3.4, T; = 
T;T+. Clearly T,t is e-stable and so we = 0w. On the other hand T-, 
T: c G, and their images in G,/Z(G,) are maximal tori of G,/Z(G,). It 
follows that 8 1 [G,., G,] is split and rank[G,, G,] = rank( [G,, G,] n K). 
So w  is e-singular. 
The result for the T+ maximal follows with a similar argument. 
In the case that T- is maximal it is easy to determine the e-singular 
involutions. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let T be a O-stable maximal torus of G with maximal T- 
and w E W(T), w2 = e. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) w is B-singular 
(ii) T; c T-. 
Proof. (i) * (ii) follows immediately from Lemma 4.4(i). 
(ii) =E- (i). From 2.20 it follows that w  and 8 commute. Since T; is a 
e-split maximal torus of [G,, G,] it suffices to show that rank[G,, G,] = 
rank( [G,, G,] n K). This follows from Lemma 4.3 and the observation 
that 8 1 T; = w  1 T; = -idE W( T;, G,), hence 8 1 G, E Int(G,). 
Remarks. (1) This result is stronger than the equivalent result in the 
case of groups with a Cartan involution [lo, 12.101. 
(2) In the case that Tt is maximal, an involution w  E W(T) with 
T; c T+ is not necessarily e-singular. For example, take 8 E Int(G) and G 
has no B-split maximal torus. 
The e-singular involutions can be characterized in terms of a product of 
reflections of e-singular strongly orthogonal roots. First we need the 
following: 
4.7. LEMMA. Let T be a B-stable maximal torus of G and let Y= 
{a 1, .*a, a,} be a set of strongly orthogonal roots of G(T). Let GV denote the 
closed subgroup of G generated by the GSOz (i = 1, . . . . r). Then 
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Moreover, if ct, , . . . . CC, are &singular, then 0 1 [G,, GF] is split and 
rank[G,, GI] = rank( [GY, G,] n K). 
Proof: Since [Gsz, G,,] = e for a, p E Q(T) strongly orthogonal, the first 
assertion is clear. 
If 5, . . . . a, are O-singular, then rank([G,, GY] n K) = 
C;=, rank( [Gsz,, GsU,] n K) = r = rank[G,, G,]. The result follows now 
from Lemma 4.4. 
4.8. PROPOSITION. Let T be a O-stable maximal torus of G with 
dim T- = r, dim T+ = s. Then the following are equivalent: 
(i) 0 E Int(G) and 0 is split. 
(ii) There exist strongly orthogonal subsets {a,, . . . . a,> and {PI, . . . . /?,} 
of Q-singular roots of Q(T) such that tI(ai) = -ai (i= 1, . . . . r), fI(fi,) = j?, 
(j= 1, . . . . s), and - id = s,, . . . sz,sp, . . . sbY. 
ProoJ We prove (i) * (ii) by induction in several steps. 
(1) If both T+ and T- are non-trivial, then the derived subgroup of 
Z&T+) satisfies the conditions. Hence the induction argument works. So 
it suffices to prove the result in the cases that T= T- or T= T+. 
(2) Assume first that T= T-. Since 8 E Int(G), we have 8 ( T= 
-idE W(T). Let a1, . . . . a, E Q(T) be strongly orthogonal such that -id= 
S ?, ... s,,. By Proposition 4.6 each cli (i = 1, . . . . r) is O-singular. 
(3) Assume next that T= Tf. Let TO be a O-split maximal torus of 
G. Then - ide I+‘( TO) and -id = s,, . . . s,, with aI, . . . . a, E @(TO) strongly 
orthogonal O-singular roots. Let Y = { a1, . . . . a,} and G, the subgroup of G 
generated by the G,%, (i= 1, . . . . r). From Lemma 4.7 it follows now that G, 
satisfies (i). Let S be a maximal torus of G, n K. Then @(S, GY) z 
@(TO, G,) is of type A, + ... +A, (r times) and each root of @(S, G,) is 
O-singular, because 6 I [GsM,, GJz,] # id for (i = 1, . . . . r). Say O(S, G,) = 
(IkY1, . ..” + y,}. Since S and T are K”-conjugate, yr , . . . . ‘J, are mapped into 
a set of strongly orthogonal O-singular roots of Q(T), which proves the 
result. 
(ii) = (i) follows immediately from Lemma 4.4. 
4.9. COROLLARY. Let T be a e-stable maximal torus of G and w E W(T) 
a %-singular involution. Then there exists strongly orthogonal subsets 
Ia , , . . . . a,} and {P,, . . . . /IT} of B-singular roots of@(T) such that &a,) = -ai 
(i = 1, . . . . r), O(pj) = bj (j = 1, . . . . s) and w = s,, . . . sa,sB, ’ . . sB, .
Proof Consider G,. = Z,(T,f ). Then the result follows from 4.8. 
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A e-singular involution corresponds always to a K”-conjugacy class of a 
&stable maximal torus: 
4.10. COROLLARY. Let T be a O-stable maximal torus of G and w E W(T) 
a special e-singular involution. Then there exists gE G such that gTg-’ is 
&stable and n = 8(g) g- ’ E NG( T) is a representative of w. 
Proof: We may assume that G = G,. Then from Proposition 4.8 it 
follows that 8 is split and rank G = rank Go. Let To be a Q-split maximal 
torus of Zo(T-) and g, E ZG( T-) such that To = g, Tg;‘. Let 
A, = g, T+g;’ c To. Then To= T-A,. Consider M= Z&A,). By (4.8) 
rank[M, M] = rank( [M, M] n K). Let So be a maximal torus of Mn K. 
Then S= Z,(S,) is a maximal torus of M (see 1.7). Let g, E A4 such that 
S= gzTog;l. If we take g=g,g, then S=gTg-’ and n=B(g)g-‘E 
No(T) is a representative of w. 
For a B-singular involution w  E W(T) and g E G as in 4.10, we will also 
write “T for the maximal torus gTg-’ in Y. Note that “‘T is not 
necessarily standard with respect to T. 
4.11. Remark. If k = Iw one uses the notion of real and imaginary roots 
(see [7] or [ 341). This corresponds to the following: Let T be a e-stable 
maximal torus of G and CI E Q(T) o-singular. Then 13(a) = fa. If 0(a) = --CI 
we call a a real root. If t?(a) = a we call c1 an imaginary singular root. If 
O(E) = CI and c( is not o-singular, then c1 is called a compact imaginary root. 
We have now the following: 
4.12. PROPOSITION. Let T be a e-stable maximal torus of G, Then we 
have the following: 
(i) T+ is maximal if and only if Q(T) has no real roots. 
(ii) T- is maximal if and only if Q(T) has no imaginary singular 
roots. 
(iii) If tl E Q(T) with O(a) = -CC, then c1 is real. 
ProoJ: The assertions (i) and (ii) are immediate from (4.6) and (4.8). 
For (iii), let CIE Q(T) with 19(a) = -M. Then 81 [Gsa, Gsr] #id. If 
(CGsa, G,l n KI” = {e>, th en by Richardson [21], it follows that 
[GSd, GJ is a torus, which is impossible. So ( [GSll, GJ n K)’ # {e} and 
[Gsa, GJ n K contains a non-zero torus of rank 1. So tl is d-singular. 
From the classification of involutions in [S] and the above results 4.5 
and 4.6 we get the following result: 
4.13. PROPOSITION. The set of K”-conjugacy classes in F is independent 
of the characteristic of the field k, if char k # 2. 
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5. CONJUCACY CLASSES OF MAXIMAL ~-TORI IN GROUPS 
WITH A CARTAN INVOLUTION 
In this section we consider the conjugacy of maximal k-tori in groups 
with a Cartan involution, as in [lo]. This includes all reductive groups 
defined over R. It will be shown that these conjugacy classes are indepen- 
dent of the k-structure and correspond bijectively with the K”-conjugacy 
classes in F as in (4.5). 
5.1. In this section let k be a field of characteristic not two, G a con- 
nected linear reductive k-group, and 0 a Cartan k-involution of G, as in 
[lo, 11.81. The following result follows from [lo, 2.41: 
5.2. LEMMA. Let T be a maximal k-torus of G. Then T is Gk-conjugate 
with a O-stable maximal k-torus. 
Using the Cartan decomposition for Gk we get: 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let T,, T, be e-stable maximal k-tori of G. Then 
T, , T, are conjugate under G, if and only if T, and T, are conjugate under 
KZ. 
Proof. The “if” statement being clear, assume that gE Gk such that 
gT, 8-l =T2. Writeg=sh, withsEt(G,)=(xe(.u)~‘IxEG,~, h,EKk, as 
in [ 10, 11.73. Let T, = h I T, h; ‘. Since T,- is a maximal k-split torus of T, 
(i= 1,2) and sT;s-’ c Tz is k-split, it follows that sT;ss’ = T;. 
Now sz E Z,( T;), namely if t E T;, then t3(sts-‘) = s’tt’s = st-‘s-l, 
hence s’ts - 2 = t. Since s is k-split semisimple (see [ 10, 11.7]), it follows 
that s E Z,( T; ). Hence T; = T;. 
Let M = [Z,( T; ), Z,( T; )]. Then S3 = T, n M and Sz = T, n A4 are 
maximal k-tori of Mn K. Since A4 n K is anisotropic over k, there exists 
h,E(MnK)z such that h2S3h;‘=S2 and hence h,T,h;‘=Tz. Let 
h=h,h,. Then hE Kk and hT,h--’ = Tz. It remains to show that T, and T, 
are conjugate under KE. Let A I T; be a maximal (0, k)-split torus of G. 
By [lo, 11.6(ii)], KkcAkKz. Write h=a.h,, aEA,, h,EKi. With a 
similar argument as above it follows that there exists h, E Ki such that 
h,h,, T, hok; ’ = T,, which proves the result. 
5.4. LEMMA. Let T be a e-stable maximal torus of G. Then there exists 
h E K” such that hTh ~ ’ is a k-torus. 
Proof Let A be a maximal (0, k)-split torus of G. Then by [ 10, 11.41, 
A is maximal d-split. Let To I A be a B-stable maximal k-torus. By 
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Lemma 3.3 there exists kEK” such that kTk-’ is standard with respect 
to To. Now kT- kk ’ c A is defined over k, so using induction on 
Z,(kT-k-l) the result follows. 
5.5. PROPOSITION. Let T,, T, be &stable maximal k-tori of G. Then T, 
and T2 are K”-conjugate if and only tf T, and T2 are Kz-conjugate. 
Proof: The “only if” statement being clear, assume x E K” such that 
xT,x-’ = T,. For i = 1,2, let Aj be a maximal (0, k)-split torus of G, such 
that Ai 1 Ti. Since xA, x-’ and A2 are maximal (0, k)-split tori of Z,( T; ), 
there exists xi E (Z,(T;)n K)’ such that xlxA,x-lx;‘= A,. Let 
x0 = xix. By [lo, 11.4(ii)] there exists YE Ki such that yA, y-’ = A,. 
Then y-‘xEN,(A,). From [lo, 11.4(iv)] it follows that there exists 
nEN,$A,) such that ny-‘xoEZ,(A). Let yo= yn-’ E Kf. Then 
YO~Y,’ = A2 and yoT;y;’ = T;. Using induction on Z,( T; ) the result 
follows, 
5.6. COROLLARY. Let G, 8 be as above. Then there is a one to one corre- 
spondence between the Gk-conjugacy classes of maximal k-tori of G and the 
K”-conjugacy classes of e-stable maximal tori of G. 
Proof. The result is immediate from (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), and (5.5). 
5.7. Remarks. (1) For k = C there is a one to one correspondence 
between the real forms of G and the involutions of G (see [8, Sect. lo]). In 
particular, every involution of G is a Cartan involution for some real form 
of G. So the K”-conjugacy classes in Y depend only on the involution. It 
is clear now that the results in Sections 3 and 4 generalize the results in 
Kostant [13], Sugiura [31], and Schmid [24]. 
(2) Instead of the action of Int(G,) on the maximal k-tori one can 
also consider the action of Aut(G,) on the maximal k-tori. Using similar 
arguments as above, it is not hard to prove that this results in a conjugacy 
of the standard involutions under Aut(T). We state the result, without 
proof: 
5.8. PROPOSITION. Let To be a O-stable maximal k-torus with T; maxi- 
mal and T,, T, e-stable maximal k-tori of G, which are standard with respect 
to To. Let W,E W(T,) be the Ti-standard involution (i= 1, 2). Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists 4 E Aut(G,) such that 4( T,) = T2, 
(ii) w1 and w2 are conjugare under Aut(T,). 
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6. THE DIAGRAM OF K"-CONJUGACY CLASSES IN 9 
In this section we introduce a diagram associated to the K”-conjugacy 
classes in 5. For k = R such a diagram was used, among others, for the 
study of invariant eigendistributions of Laplace operators on real simple 
Lie groups (see Hirai [ 11)). We generalize the results in [ 111 and also 
provide a technique to move to different nodes in the diagram. 
6.1. Denote the set of K”-conjugacy classes in 9 by Y,,. The elements 
of YK will be denoted by [T], where TE Y is a representative. 
Like in 3.5 fix O-stable maximal tori To and S of G with T; maximal, 
S+ maximal, and S standard with respect to To. By 3.4 every class [T] in 
YK has a representative, which is standard with respect to To and S 
simultaneously. 
6.2. For a O-stable maximal torus T of G denote the set of W(T)- (resp. 
Aut( T)-) conjugacy classes of involutions in Aut( T) by S$ (resp. &‘F) and 
the subset of conjugacy classes of involutions in W(T) by wi’T (resp. “llr:). 
If T is B-stable, then we denote the subset of conjugacy classes of O-singular 
involutions in W(T) by w;(O) (resp. 9”:(O)). 
The elements of J& (resp. dF) will be denoted by [c] (resp. ((T)), 
where CJ E Aut(T) is an involution in the class [a] (resp. (0)). 
If T = To or S then the classes in Y,, correspond bijectively with those in 
%$(O) (see 4.5 and 4.6). The set w;“.(O) represents the classes under outer 
automorphisms, as in the case of Cartan groups (see 5.8). 
An order on YK can be defined as follows: 
6.3. DEFINITION. Let [T,], [ T2] E &. We call [ T1 ] < [T,] if and only 
if T; c T; c T; for some representatives Tj of [T,] (i = 1, 2), which are 
standard with respect to To. 
Denote the corresponding diagram by 9(e). Clearly Y(O) is connected 
with [To] as a greatest element and [S] as the least element. The level 
function d: P’(O) + Z is defined by 
d([T])=dim(T-)-dim(S-), (1) 
where T is a representative of [T], standard with respect to S and To. We 
will say that [TJ covers [T,] if [T2]> [T,] and d([T,])=d([T,])+ 1. 
This order > can also be formulated in terms of an order on %$,,: 
6.4. DEFINITION. Let T be a maximal torus of G and let [a,], 
[oz] E SZ&. We call [a,] < [oz] if and only if (T), 2 (T);;, for some 
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representatives g1 resp. o2 E Aut(T) of CC,] resp. [a*]. If T is B-stable, then 
the restriction of > to %$(O) will also be denoted by >. 
6.5. Remarks. (i) An order on &F is defined similarly as in 6.4. 
(ii) In the case that T= TO, Proposition4.6 implies that if [w,], 
Cwl E %,,t@, then 
Cw,l<Cw,loT,-~(T,),~(T,),, (2) 
where wie W( T,,) is a O-singular representative of [wi] (i = 1, 2). 
(iii) If we use the identification of YK and W&(O) as in 4.5, then the 
ordering in 6.3 and 6.4 are basically the same. Namely if wr, w2 E W( T,,) 
are O-singular involutions, then by 4.4(iii) there exist maximal tori 
T1, T, E Y such that wi is the T,-standard involution of W(T,) (i= 1,2). 
Then 
T; c T; *(To);, = (T,),. (3) 
Hence 
CT11 < CT21 * [WI]< Cd. 
(iv) For a maximal torus T and an involution a~Aut(T) let W(a) 
(resp. W*(O)) denote the subset of those [w] EWE (resp. WF) with 
[w] > [o]. If (r= 8 then W(O)1 W*(O). The diagram of (%$, >) (resp. 
(WF, >)) will be denoted by .9(@(T)) (resp. 9*(@(T))) and the diagram 
of (W(O), >) (resp. (W*(O), >)) by 9(a) (resp. L!‘*(a)). Similarly as in 
6.3 we can define a level function on 9(o). 
For T= TO the greatest element in (W(O), > ) is [id] and the least ele- 
ment is [w,], where wO is a O-maximal involution in W( TO) (see 2.14). This 
involution is nothing else than the S-standard involution for some maximal 
torus S with S+ maximal. 
From (2.16) and (2.18) we have now the following identification. 
6.6. PROPOSITION. Let G, TO, 0 be as above and let WOE W(T,) be a 
8-maximal involution as in (2.14). Then 9+‘&(O) = w(O) = ^ly-(w,). 
This result is useful for determining the diagrams. 
6.7. Running through the Diagram 
To move in the diagram we can use the O-singular roots as in 4.11. They 
enable us to go step by step through the diagram, using in each step a real 
root or a B-singular imaginary root of a maximal torus corresponding to 
that node. The question which remains is whether we can go in one step 
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from a given class [T] E &. to any other class in YK by a e-singular involu- 
tion of W(T) (see 4.10). In the remainder of this section we will show when 
this is the case and we will also indicate when this does not hold. 
For [Z’,], [ Tz] E & consider the covering set 
The set M( [ T,], CT*]) can be ordered with the order induced by > on 
&. Let [T,] be a minimal element. One can get from [T,] to [T,] via 
a &singular involution w, in T; and also from CT,,,] to [T,] via a 
o-singular involution u’> in T;. In most cases w2 can be chosen in T; and 
\rl in T; for @(T,,) irreducible. The only problems arise when @(T,,,) has 
two root lengths. 
6.8. EXAMPLE. Let G be of type B, and 0 E Aut(G) a split involution. 
Then YK has two classes of level 1, corresponding to the long and short 
root. It is not possible to move from one class to the other by a single 
Q-singular involution. However, if D(T) has only one root length, the 
o-singular involutions reach the whole diagram: 
6.9. PROPOSITION. Let G be simple and let CT,], [T,] E Fti. Zf @( T, ) is 
simply laced, then there exists a &singular involution w  E W(T, ) such that 
“T, E [TJ (see 4.10). 
Proof: Let [T] E M( [ T,], CT,]) be a minimal element and TE F a 
representative of [T]. Choose representatives T, of [T,] which are 
standard with respect to T and let M’;E W(T) be the corresponding 
T,-standard involution (i= 1,2). We will prove the assertion in several 
steps: 
(1) (T,;, n T,)‘= (T;,);? = (el,. This is immediate from the fact that 
T is minimal in M(IT,], CT,]). 
(2) If CI, /?E Q(T) with I = Mu, = -a and Q(b) = ~~(8) = -p, 
then c( I /?. Write T;, = (T,;,),: ( TII,)~; and T;? = ( T;2)S; ( TG~)~;. Let Qj,,, 
be the subsystem of Q(T) spanned by c1 and j?. Since 1~1 = I/?[. there exists 
U’~E W(@,,,,) such that u],(a) = /J. Clearly w. stabilizes both (T;,)ST and 
(T,);. It follows that in ~8; we have [sP] > [wi] (i= 1,2) (see 6.5). But 
this contradicts the fact that [T] is minimal in M( CT,], CT?]). 
(3) T,c T,Z,, so in particular T,;, c T;. This follows immediately 
from (2) and the fact that Tz, = T+ . T;-(see 4.4). 
(4) Let btj3 E W(T,) be the involution induced by WOE W(T), i.e., 
(T,), = T&. If wq E W( T,) is the T-standard involution, then w  = w3 wq E 
W(T,) is special d-singular and “Tl E [TX]. This proves the result. 
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7. CLASSIFICATION OF F,K 
In this section we will classify the conjugacy classes of B-singular involu- 
tions in W(T), where T is a &stable maximal torus of G with T- maximal. 
By 4.6 this gives also a classification of &. 
7.1. We will use the same notation as in Section 2. In particular let E 
be a finite dimensional real vector space, @c E a root system, (., .) an 
Aut(@)-invariant inner product on E, W the Weyl group of @, and 
8 E Aut( 0) an involution. 
We want to determine the conjugacy classes of involutions WE W with 
E(w, - ) c E(0, - ). From 2.2O(ii) it follows that these involutions deter- 
mine subsets of a basis A of @ (i.e., parabolic subsets of (@, A)). We will 
first show that we can restrict to the conjugacy of these subsets. 
7.2. DEFINITIONS. Let A be a basis of @. 
(1) Two subsets A,, A, c A are called W-conjugate (resp. Aut(@)- 
conjugate) if there exists w  E W (resp. d~Aut(@)) such that w(A,) = A, 
(rev. 4(4) = 4). 
(2) An involution w  E W is called A-standard if A is a ( - w)-basis of 
@ (i.e., E(w, - ) n A = A(w) is a basis for Q(w)). 
Let A be a fixed basis of @. Clearly every involution in W is W-conjugate 
to a A-standard involution, because W acts simply transitive on the bases 
of @. For the conjugacy of A-standard involutions we can restrict now to 
the conjugacy of the corresponding parabolic subsets: 
7.3. PROPOSITION. Let A c @ be a basis and wl, w2 A-standard involu- 
tions in W. Then wl, w2 are W-conjugate (resp. Aut(@)-conjugate) if and 
only if A(w,), A(w,) are W-conjugate (resp. Aut(@)-conjugate). 
Proof: The “if” statement follows from the fact that wi is the longest 
involution of W(w,) with respect to A(w,) (i = 1, 2). 
On the other hand, if WE W is such that ww, w-l = w2, then 
W(w,, - 1) = E(w,, -), w(@(wl))=@(wz). Since w(A(w,)) and A(w2) 
are bases of @(wz), they are conjugate by an element of W(w,) c W. This 
proves the result. 
The statement for Aut @ follows with a similar argument. 
7.4. DEFINITION. Let A be a (-@-basis of Q, and w0 a fixed &maximal 
involution of W(e), which is A-standard. (wO exists by Lemma 2.2O(ii).) An 
involution w  E W is called (A, w,)-standard if w  is A-standard and 
A(w) c 4wd. 
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7.5. COROLLARY. Let % E Aut(@) be an involution, A a ( -%)-basis of @, 
wO E W(%) a %-maximal involution, which is A-standard. Then we have the 
following: 
(i) If w E W is an involution with E(w, - ) c E(%, - ), then there 
exists ti E W,(e) such that GwK’ is (A, w,)-standard. 
(ii) 0” wl, w2 E W are (A, w,)-standard involutions, then w,, w? are 
W-conjugate (resp. Aut(@)-conjugate) if and only if A( wl ) and A(w,) are 
W-conjugate (resp. Aut( @)-conjugate). 
Proof: Part (i) is immediate from Corollary 2.14 and Lemma 2.20 and 
(ii) follows from Proposition 7.4. 
The classification of conjugacy classes in W with E(w, - ) c E(%, - ) 
reduces to the study of the parabolic subsets of @(wO), which correspond 
to an involution in W. Here ~1~ denotes a %-maximal involution in W(%). 
Before we can determine these parabolic subsets and in particular the ones 
corresponding to the %-maximal involutions, we will have to classify all the 
conjugacy classes of involutions in W. This corresponds to the case that 6 
is split. 
7.6. Notations. Let A be a basis of @ and A, a subset of A. If @(A,) is 
of type A i + . . + A i (r times), then we will also use the notation r. A,. 
In the case that Cp is a root system of type D, (134) we will denote the 
subsystem A, corresponding to the two end nodes (~1,~ 1, a,} by D, 
I-1 
I 2 I-3 /&2 
OF?- . . . 
4. 
(1) 
/ 
This subsystem is not W-conjugate to any of the other subsystems of A of 
type A, + A,. (All of the subsystems of A of type A, + A r, which are not 
of type D,, are W-conjugate (see 7.15).) In Kostant [13] the roots in the 
subsystem D2 are called related. 
To distinguish between long and short roots in BI (12 2), we will write 
B, for the subsystem of type A, corresponding to the unique short root. 
Similarly we write C, for the long root in the bases of a root system of 
type G. 
The possible types of the parabolic subsets related to involutions in W 
follow directly from 2.7(v). 
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7.7. LEMMA. Let @ be irreducible and w  E W an involution. Then D(w) is 
of type r. A i + A’,, where either X, = 121 or one of B, (la 1 ), C, (I >, 1 ), D,, 
(12 11, 6, Es, F4, or G2. 
In order to be able to use induction, we will have to look at orthogonal 
complements. For a subset R of @ let R’ = {cx E @I (ct, fi) = 0 for all p E R}. 
Clearly R’ is a closed subsystem of @. If w  E W is an involution and d(w) 
a basis of Q(w), then Q(w)’ = d(w)‘. Moreover Q(w)’ = @( - w). 
TABLE1 
&) 
$2, 
C, 
(122) 
Dl 
(124) 
-% 
F4 
G2 
‘4, 
Bk (k<l) 
A, 
Ck (k < 4 
A, 
D2, (2k < 4 
A, 
D4 
D6 
E, 
A, 
D4 
D6 
E, 
4 
A, (short) 
A, (long) 
BZ 
B, 
c3 
F4 
A, (short) 
AI (low) 
G2 
Al-2 
A, +BI-z 
B/-k 
A,+CI-2 
c,-k 
AS 
0 
D6 
3.A, 
A, 
0 
B3 
C3 
B2 
A, (short) 
AI (low) 
0 
A, (long) 
A, (short) 
0 
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7.8. LEMMA. Let @ be irreducible, A a basis of @, and w  E W a 
A-standard involution. Let A, be an irreducible component of A(w). Then 
@(A:) is given in Table I. 
Proof Extend the Dynkin diagram of (@, A) with the highest long and 
short root. (See [.5].) Using this diagram and the fact that each root of @ 
is conjugate to either the highest long or the highest short root, the 
orthogonal complements in Table I are easily derived. For E, note that 
there exists a subsystem of type D,. 
In Table I the subsystems A -,, A,, and D, all denote an empty sub- 
system of @. 
7.9. LEMMA. Let @ be irreducible and w  E W a involution. Then Q(w)’ is 
of type r. Ai + X,, where either X, = @ or X, irreducible. 
Proof This result is immediate from Table I and Lemma 7.7. 
7.10. LEMMA. Let @ be irreducible, A a basis of @, and M’ E W a 
A-standard involution. Let A, = (oz> be an irreducible component of A(w) of 
type A,. Assume that the Dynkin diagram of @ contains a subdiagram of the 
f orm 
2, 22 13 Ek-, Q o-z-c-. . . -.-..~-a-. . . - 
% + I 
with a, an endpoint, ak = a, and ak + , #A(w). Then there exists r E W such 
that r(A(w))cA and r(a)=a,. 
Proof: Let R= {a,, . . . . ak} c A be the chain connecting a, and a = ak. 
We will show that there exists r E W(@(R)) such that r(A(w)) c A and 
r(a)=a,. Since W(@(R)) acts trivially on A(w)-(RnA(w)), we may 
assume that @ = Q(R) of type Ak. We will prove the result in a few steps: 
(1) If /J E A(w), /3 = a, # a, and a,, , , . . . . ak- i $ A, then there exists 
r,E W such that r,(a)=/I, r,(B)=a, and rl(oli)=a, for i= 1, . . . . r-2. 
In the subsystem A, spanned by a,+z, . . . . c(k there exists r? E W(Gp(A,)) 
such that r*(a,) = ak + 2 and clearly r2(ai) = ai for i= 1, . . . . r. So we may 
assume that A, = {a, a,, , , /?) span a subsystem of type A,. Let 
r3 E W(@(A,)) be such that r3(a) = 8, then r3(p) = i-b. So either r = r3r2 or 
r = sgr,r, satisfies the conditions in (1). 
(2) We may assume A(w) = a. Namely, using (1) we can exchange 
the position of a and any other root in A(w), left of a in the diagram, If 
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a2 E A(w), then exchange first a1 and a2 (in the subsystem of type A2). Then 
apply (1). Finally restricting to the subsystem containing both c1 and a,, 
the statement (2) follows. 
(3) c1 and 01~ are conjugate under W. Since Jc1J = JcI~J this statement is 
clear, hence the result follows. 
7.11. PROPOSITION. Let Q, be irreducible not of type Dr (12 4), A a basis 
of @, w  a A-standard involution of W, and A, c A(w) an irreducible compo- 
nent. Then A(w) - A0 is contained in the unique irreducible component of A: 
of the highest rank. 
Proof (1) Assume first that A0 = {a} of type A r. From Lemma 7.10 
it follows that we may assume that c1 is an endpoint of the Dynkin diagram 
(or a highest long or short root). Since A(w) - A0 is contained in Ai n A, 
the result follows now from Table I. 
(2) IfA,isnot oftypeA,, thensince A(w)-A,cA~nA, theresult 
is also immediate from Table I. 
7.12. COROLLARY. Let @ be of type Dr (125) and A, w  as in 7.11. Zf 
A(w)isoftyper.A,+D,,(k>l), thenA(A,iscontainedintheunique 
irreducible component of Ai of the highest rank. 
The result follows with a similar argument as in 7.11. 
7.13. Remarks. (i) Let @ be of type D, (Ia 5) and A = (a,, . . . . a,} a 
basis of @, where aj corresponds to the ith node in the Dynkin diagram 
/- 1 
1 2 1-3 I-2 
o-3-.- . . . -c (1) 
1 
IfA,= {cd ( i.e., one of the end nodes in the subsystem of type D2), then 
ctf-, n A = {a,, . . . . LY-~, IX,}. So the statement in 7.12 does not hold. 
(ii) If@isoftypeD4,thena’isoftypeA,+A,+A,foranyaE@. 
However, the classification of the parabolic subsets related to involutions 
in W is rather simple. Let A = {a,, a2, a 3, ~1~) be a basis of @ as in 7.13(i). 
Then we have the following possibilities for A(w): 
(1) A(w)= A of type D,. Then w  = -id. 
(2) A(w) of type Al. Since all roots of @ are W-conjugate there is 
only one conjugacy class. 
(3) A(w) of type 3.A,. Then A(w)= (ai, a3, a4} and there is only 
one parabolic subsystem of this type. 
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(4) A(w) of type 2.A,. There are 3 possibilities, d, = {a,, a,}, 
A, = (~1, a,), and A,= {c(~, rx,>. Now A,, A,, and A3 are not 
W-conjugate, but they are clearly Aut(@)-conjugate. 
7.14. PROPOSITION. Let @ be irreducible, not of type D,, A a basis of @, 
and let w, , w? be A-standard involutions in W. Assume that A(wi) is of type 
riA, + X,, with X,( as in 7.7 (i = 1, 2). Then we have the following. 
(1) ZfX,<#Iz, (i=l,2), then A(w,)andA(w,)are W- (resp. Aut(@)-) 
conjugate if and only> if r, = r? and Xk, = X,,. 
(2) If X,,= 121 (i= 1,2) and @ not of type D,,, ET, F4, or G2, then 
A(w,) and A(wz) are W- (resp. Aut(@)-) conjugate if and or& zf r, = r?. 
Proof: (1) The “if” statement being clear, assume r, = r2 and 
Xkl=Xk2. Let A,=A(w,)nA(w,). Since X,,#@ we have A,#@. By 7.10 
and 7.11, A(w,)- A, and A(w,) - A, are both contained in the same 
irreducible component of A,i. The result follows now with induction. 
(2) Let A, = {u} resp. A,= (/?) b e irreducible components of A(w,) 
resp. A(wZ). Since @ is not of type F4 or GZ, we have Ial = IpI. Moreover, 
since A(wi) has no irreducible component of type Dz (i= 1, 2) it follows 
from Lemma 7.10 that we may assume that a = p is an endpoint of the 
Dynkin diagram. But then the result follows from 7.10 and 7.11. 
7.15. LEMMA. Let @ be irreducible of type D, (I> 4) A a basis of @, and 
let wl, w2 be A-standard involutions of @. If A(w,) is of type r.A, and A(w2) 
is of type (r-2).Al+D2 (t-22), then A(w,) and A(wJ are not Aut(@)- 
conjugate. 
Proof Using 7.10 and 7.12 it follows that it suffices to prove this in the 
case that A(w,)= {a, p} of type A, + A, and A(w2)= (a,-,, at} of type 
D2. From 7.9 it follows that A(w,)’ is of type D,-* and A(w?)’ is of 
type D,_,+2.A,. If d~Aut(@) such that &A(w,))= A(wz), then also 
Wh)‘) = 4~2)~ which is impossible. This proves the result. 
7.16. PROPOSITION. Let 0 be irreducible of type D2t (l> 2), A = 
{a 1, . . . . al,} a basis of @ as in 7.12(i), and let wi be a A-standard involution 
of @ of type r,.A1 (i= 1, 2). Then we have the following: 
(1) Zfl>rj (i= 1, 2), then A(wl) and A(w,) are W- (resp. Aut(@)-) 
conjugate if and only if rl = rz. 
(2) Zf l=r,=r2, then A,= {a,,a3 ,..., a2,-3,az,-1} and A,= 
{ 4, a3, . . . . a21-3, a?,} are Aut @-conjugate but not W-conjugate. 
Proof (1) Follows with a similar argument as 7.14(ii). 
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(2) Clearly d, and d, are conjugate by a diagram automorphism in 
Aut(@, A). If WE W is such that w(A,)= A,, then using 7.10 we may 
assume that ~(a;) = cli for i = 1, . . . . 2r - 3. So by 7.12 we can restrict to the 
case that @ is of type Dq. But then, similarly as in 7.13(ii), A, and A, are 
not W-conjugate. This proves the result. 
7.17. PROPOSITION. Let @ be irreducible, A a basis of @, and let w, , w2 
be A-standard involutions of @ with @(wi) of type ri. A, (i = 1, 2). Then we 
have the following. 
(1) If@ is of type E, or F4, then w1 and w2 are W- (resp. Aut(@)-) 
conjugate tf and only tf rl = r2 and type @( - w, ) = type @( - wq). 
(2) If @ is of type G2, then wI and w2 are W- (resp. Aut(@)-) con- 
jugate ifand only if A(w,)= A(wz). 
Proof Part (2) being clear, it suffices to prove ( 1). Assume first that @ 
is of type E,, A(w,) is of type 3.A1 (i= 1,2), and A= {txI, . . . . us> as 
Using 7.10 it follows that A(wi) (i= 1, 2) is conjugate to Al = {x1, a5, cc+} 
or A, = (CQ, LX~, q}. Since A: is of type 4.A, and Ai is of type D4 the 
result follows. 
If @J is of type F4 the result can be shown using a similar argument as 
above. 
For @ irreducible and w  E W an involution, the types of 0(w) and 
@(-w) are given in Table II. 
7.18. Remark. Similarly as in 6.2 let YY denote the set of all 
W-conjugacy classes of involutions in W. Define an order > on “# as in 
6.4. Then from 2.20 it follows that for [w,], [wJ E w  we have 
[w,] > [w2] if and only if A(w,) c A(wz) for some representatives Wi of 
[Wi] (i’ 1,2). 
The above results lead to the following classification of involutions in W: 
7.19. THEOREM. Let @ be irreducible, A a basis of @, w  E W a A-standard 
involution of type r. A, +X, with X, as in 7.7. Then we have the following: 
(1) The Aut(@)-conjugacy class of w  is completely determined by the 
type of Q(w) except in the cases E,, r = 3, X, = 0; F4, r = 1, X, = 0; GZ, 
r = 1, X, = 0 where there are 2 conjugacy classes of the same type. In the 
cases of E, and F4 the conjugacy classes are completely determined by the 
type of Q(w) and @(-w). 
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TABLE II 
Type @ Type 4~) TYPO 4~)’ Type U(@) 
r.A, 
rA,+B, O<k+2r<l r.Al+B,mk-Z, 
r.Al+Ck O<k+2r<l r.Al+C,mk-2, 
rA,+&k 0<2r+2k<l r.A, +D,-2k-2r 
r-A, 
04 
O<r<3 (4-r).A, 
0 
Al 
2.A, 
3.A, 
4.A, 
D4 
A,+D, 
D6 
-6 
D6 
A,+D, 
D4 
4.A, 
3.A, 
3.A, 
2.A, 
A, 
0 
Al 
2,A, 
3.A, 
4.A, 
D4 
A,+D, 
D6 
E7 
ES 
E7 
D6 
A,+D, 
4.A, 
D4 
3.A, 
2.A, 
A, 
0 
A, (short) 
A, (long) 
A,+A, 
4 
B3 
C3 
F4 
4 
C3 
A,+A, 
B2 
A, (short) 
A, (long) 
0 
A, (short) 
A, (long) 
G 
A, (long1 
A, (short) 
0 
A(r) 
B(l) 
C(4 
D(I) if 1 even 
D*(I-1)iflodd 
D*(4) = A(4) 
E(7) 
E(8) 
F(4) 
B(2) 
607;85’1-3 
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TABLE 111 
A/ 
(12 1) 
Y(A,)=Y*(A,)=A(n)withn= 
A(n): -“.- 
B, 
(122) Y(B,) = Y*(B,) = B(I) 
etc 
c, 
(1>3) 
Y(C,) = Y*(c,) = NO 
Dzi 
(1>2) 
Y(Dz,) = D(21) Y*(D,,) = D*(2/) 
etc. 
D *,+ I 
(I>Z) 
lp(D z,+,)=Y*(D z,+ ,)=D*(W 
-4p(E,)=U*(E,)=A(4) 
E, 9(E,)=IP*(E,)=E(7) 
E8 Y(E,)=Y*(E,)=E(8) 
EC8 J: -e-++=-0 
F4 Y(F.,)=Y*(Fd)=F(4) 
F(4): a 
G2 Y(G2)=-IP*(G2)=B(2) 
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(2) The Am(@)-conjugaql class of w and the W-conjugacy class of w 
are the same, except in the cases D,, r = 2, X, = a, and Dz, (I > 3), r = 1, 
X, = a, where there are respectively 3 and 2 W-coqjugacy classes of the 
same type. 
A list of the possible types together tcith the type of the diagram is given in 
Table II, bvhile some qf the diagrams U(Q) are given in Table III. 
Proof: The result is immediate from 7.13, 7.14, 7.15, 7.16, and 7.17. 
Remark. If @ is irreducible and ~1~ a maximal involution of (@, A), then 
@(u,~) is irreducible or of type r. A, (r = rank @(u’~)). Moreover U(w,) = 
5p( -id)=Y(@) and the diagrams L?(Q) and Y*(Q) (see 6.5) are the 
same, except for Dz, (13 2). In this case we will also write D*(21) for 
Y*(G). 
If @(itjo) is of type r. A,, then we will also write A(r) for the diagram 
U( @). Since the diagrams for B, and C, (12 2) are identical, we will denote 
both of them by B(1). Similarly the diagram L?(Q) for Dz,+ i (I> 2) is iden- 
tical to the diagram 9’*(Q) for D?, and will be denoted by D*(21). For E,, 
Egr and F4 we will denote the diagram L?‘(Q) by respectively E(7), E(8), 
and F(4). Finally the diagram for G2 is identical to the diagram for Bz and 
will also be denoted by B(2). 
7.20. Classificationfor 0 Not Split 
It is now easy to derive the d-maximal involutions of @ for the 
admissible involutions 8 E Aut(@) as given in [S, Sect. 41. Without using 
the above classification we can prove the following characterization. 
7.21. LEMMA. Let 0 be irreducible, B~Aut(0) an involution such that 
6, is a root system with Wevl group W,, A a (-8)-basis of CD, w,, a 
B-maximal A-standard involution of @. Then A(w,) is of type r. A, (r > 0) or 
of type X, with X, one of B, (13 I), C, (12 1). D,, (1>2), E,, E,, F4, or Gz. 
The proof uses the fact that $-o is irreducible (see 2.15) and a root con- 
necting an irreducible component of type A, and the irreducible compo- 
nent of type X, would project to a root in GO, which length cannot occur. 
Since this result is also immediate from the classification of &maximal 
involutions, we omit the proof. 
7.22. &Maximal Involutions 
The types of the &maximal involutions are given in Table IV. For every 
B-index as in [S, Table II] we give the type of @(wO), with w0 a B-maximal 
involution and also the type of the diagram of -~P(MJ,,) = V(0). 
Note that 8 is represented in the B-index with respect to a &basis. So the 
black nodes correspond to A,(B). On the other hand the @maximal involu- 
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TABLE IV 
Type 0 
Cartan not. O-diagram Type WY,) Type Y(W 
AI 
AI1 
AIII, 
(AIV(P=~)) 
(I <2p<I) 
BI 
(BII (p= 1)) 
(122% 1 G/J</) 
CI 
CII, 
(123) 
(IGPCgl-I)) 
CII, 
(122) 
DI” 
(DII (P = 1)) 
P 
7-h 
! 
a... I- I 
o* 
I I 
I 
(-J--c-... g: 
[+A, A([?]) 
0 
P.A, 
I.A, 
BP 
c, 
p,A, 
i.A, 
DP 
(p even) 
D r-1 
(p odd) 
A(O) 
A(P) 
B(P) 
B(l) 
A(P) 
A(0 
D*(P) 
(P even) 
D*(P- 1) 
(P odd) 
Table continued 
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TABLE IV-Continued 
Type Q 
Cartan not. O-diagram Type @(wJ Type Y(Q) 
DL 
(1>4) 
D, 
(/even) 
D I-I 
(I odd) 
D(I) 
([even) 
D*(I- 1) 
(/odd) 
DIII, .A, i.A, A(4 
(122) 
DIIIh 
(122) 
EI 
EII 
EIII 
EIV 
EV 
e-&--w 
I 
,-I 
+-xl) 
0. /.A, 
DA 
2.A, 
0 
E, 
A(4) 
A(4) 
A(2) 
A(O) 
E(7 1 
Table continued 
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TABLE IV-Continued 
Type 0 
Cartan not. O-diagram Type y(S) 
EVII ;, = I = A ;, 3..4, A(3) 
‘IX (; = 1 = ; 6 b D4 A(4) 
FI &--&&-A F4 F(4) 
G &6 Gz 42) 
tion w. is represented with respect to a (-8)-basis. One can easily deduce 
w. from the e-diagram using the observation 
@two) = Ao(ev (1) 
and do( can be deduced in a similar way as in 7.8. In particular, if d,(0) 
is of type r.A i + X, as in 7.7 this follows immediately from Table I. We 
have now the following result: 
7.23. THEOREM. Let @ be irreducible, 8 E Aut(@) an admissible involu- 
tion which is not split, A a ( - tI)-basis of @, and w. E W a O-maximal involu- 
tion, which is A-standard. Then the W- (resp. Aut(@)-) conjugacy class of a 
(A, w,)-standard involution w  E W is completely determined by the type of 
A(w). 
This result is immediate from 7.19 and 7.20. The possible types of A(w) 
for the (d, w,)-standard involutions of @ follow from Table II and the type 
of the e-maximal involution w. of @ as in Table IV. The diagram of 
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(W(6), > ) is in these cases nothing else than d;p( w,), which is given in 
Table IV. 
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